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Sending Alerts to the Smart911 App 

Background 

The Smart911 app gives you a new way to broadcast emergency alerts to the public. By posting 

to the app, you can give detailed emergency messages to people in a specific location. App 

users will receive them as push notifications.  

When to Send Alerts to the Smart911 App 

Posting to the Smart911 app is not appropriate for every alert!  

The Smart911 app mode is intended for events that impact a defined physical area and are of 

interest to anyone passing through that area. They are not for targeted communications to 

specific people or lists. 

If you want reach a specific set of people or a very narrow group, you should post as usual by 

text, email, and voice. Those modes can be targeted to specific people or lists. App push 

notifications cannot.  

Some good uses for alerts to the Smart911 app are:  

 Road closure 

 Parking ban 

 Gas leak 

 Water main break 

 Missing person 

 Localized flooding 
 Shelter in place 

 
Think of posting to the app like posting to Facebook, Twitter, or other social media. It is a public 
post. Any app user could view your message on the map or receive it as a push notification.  
 

Best Practices 

If app users get a lot of alerts that are not relevant to them, they will turn off these push 

notification alerts or uninstall the app altogether.  

Consider carefully whether the alert you are sending should go to the Smart911 app or not  
 Is the alert relevant to a defined geographical area? 

 Is this alert potentially relevant to everyone in my community? 

 Is this alert important to visitors from out-of-town?  

 Is this alert interesting to commuters passing through my community? 
 

How to Post to the Smart911 App 

For detailed instructions on how to post to the Smart911 app, please see our “Posting Alerts to 

the Smart911 App” user guide.  

https://ravemobilesafety.box.com/shared/static/7ffsdyegz9b84wr9yd9pjj1c1x4a8t0m.pdf
https://ravemobilesafety.box.com/shared/static/7ffsdyegz9b84wr9yd9pjj1c1x4a8t0m.pdf
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Testing Alerts to the Smart911 App 

2.1 Best Practices for Testing Alerts to the Smart911 App 
Any test message you send will be a live message. It will appear on the map in the Smart911 
app. Any app user in the area will receive it as a push notification.  
 
For that reason, we recommend that you follow these best practices if you choose to send a test 
alert to the Smart911 app: 
 

 Make sure you have a smartphone handy with the app installed. Make sure that the 
phone is opted into “Public Safety Alerts”.  

 
 Be clear in the Push Notification & Message Body fields that this is a test – not a real 

emergency. 

 Set the expiration time to 5 minutes. That will give you time to verify that everything 
worked without leaving it active longer than necessary.  

 Define a narrow geography – maybe just around the building you’re in. That will limit the 
number of people in the area who will receive it as a push notification.  

 You can cancel the alert at any time. This will take it off the map and prevent any more 
users from receiving it. But, like an email, anyone who already received it can view it.  

 
Remember, app users will probably uninstall the app if they receive a lot of test messages or 

other messages that aren’t relevant to them. Please limit your testing as much as possible.  

 

How to Post to the Smart911 App 

For detailed instructions on how to post to the Smart911 app, please see our “Posting Alerts to 

the Smart911 App” user guide.  

Be Aware!  

Any testing you do will be live and visible to any Smart911 app user!  
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